
Price List
S. Jordan  of Animal Friends Portraits paints whimsical, original art on canvas and on paper.  As of spring 2017, 
she adjusted her price list for canvas to better reflect time spent. 

Canvas
All portraits are painted in acrylics on gallery-wrapped canvas, with the canvas sides painted, so you don’t have 
to frame it unless you choose to. All canvas paintings come ready to hang with wires attached to the back.  Most 
paintings on canvas show face and some shoulders.  Jordan draws a preliminary sketch for you to approve based 
on photographs you provide. You have the option of requesting progress photographs.  

Square
Size (inches) Price Size (inches) Price
5” x 5” $99  6” x 6” $119
8” x 8” $159 10” x  10” $199
12” x 12” $239 16” x 16” $319
20” x 20” $399 24” x 24” $479

Rectangular
5” x 7” $119  8” x 10” $179
10” x 12” $219 16” x  20” $359
12” x 12” $239 16” x 16” $319

More sizes are available.  Feel free to call Jordan at (206) 601-6278 to discuss what you have in mind.  Additional 
costs for additional animals.

Paper
If you are looking for a painting of your pet being active in a cartoonish style,  consider a painting on paper.  
Prices start at $150 for a painting of one animal, with the price increasing for complicated ideas or details.  
Jordan draws a preliminary sketch for you to approve.  The art work will be professionally matted in black or 
white to fit a standard size frame. 

Payment
Once you have committed to a painting, you must pay 50% down before Jordan begins painting.  When the 
painting is almost finished, Jordan emails you a photograph or sketch of the painting and will work with you 
until you are happy. Then, you pay the remaining 50% before she ships it to you.  Expedited shipping or out-of-
country shipping is extra.  

www.animalfriendsportraits.com
animalfriendsportraits@gmail.com       (206) 601-6278


